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QUESTION: 254 
Protection against unauthorized downloads of ID downloads from a vault are password-
protected. If incorrect consecutive passwords are specified during one day in an attempt 
to download an ID file from a vault to a client, downloads are disabled for that ID for the 
day. What is the number of attempts allowed before the downloads are disabled? 

A.Three 
B.Five 
C.Ten 
D.Twenty 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 255 
User ID files are stored as attachments in ID vault documents, but the attached IDs are 
encrypted and therefore unusable if detached from the vault. The vault database itself is 
encrypted using which of the following? 

A.The ID file of its server 
B.The ID file of the designated administrator 
C.The ID file of the Organizational Unit the vault supports 
D.A secret encryption key generated when the ID vault is created  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 256 
Lotus Notes 8.5 offers the ability to automatically compress bitmap images that are 
imported into a Notes document. The images are converted to .gif or .jpg format. In 
which of he following locations is this configured? 

A.The user's home server 
B.The user's location documents 
C.Individual database properties 
D.Basic Notes Client Configuration 
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Answer: D 

QUESTION: 257 
In order to view new messaging statistics in the server console window, which of the 
following commands would you enter on the server console? 

A.show stat mail 
B.tell router report 
C.tell stats run mail 
D.load collect mailconfig  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 258 
Abby, the Domino administrator, issued the following Domino server command: tell 
DAOSmgr listnlo Which of the following results were provided from this command? 

A.Cleaned unused attachment files 
B.Displayed status of all DAOS-enabled databases 
C.Resynchronized DAOS-enabled databases with DAOS objects in the storage repository 
D.Allowed her to identify documents whose objects may be missing after a server restore  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 259 
Oscar is listed in the server full administration rights field. Yet, he's unable to run 
unrestricted agents with full administration rights. Which of the following is also required 
to allow this access? 

A.The agent signer should be listed in the run restricted LotusScript/Java agents field 
B.The agent signer should be listed in the sign or run unrestricted methods and operations 
field 
C.The agent signer should be listed in the sign script libraries to run on behalf of 
someone else field 
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D.The agent signer should be listed in the sign agents or XPages to run on behalf of the 
invoker of the agent field 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 260 
Users in your Domino environment are members of multiple groups in the Domino 
Directory. You have implemented dynamic policies also. Which of the following occurs 
particularly when a user is a member of multiple groups that have alternate dynamic 
policies assigned? 

A.The user receives the configurations from all the dynamic policies 
B.The user receives the configurations from the last applied dynamic policy 
C.The user receives the configurations from the first applied dynamic policy 
D.The user receives no configurations from any of the dynamic policies until the conflict 
is resolved  

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 261 
When a user with a mail quota on their mailfile deletes a message that is linked to a 
DAOS-enabled database, which of the following occurs? 

A.The size of the document header is left in the mail quota 
B.The full size of the attachment is removed from the mail quota 
C.The full size of the message is removed from the mail file quota 
D.The size of the attachment is left in the mail quota until all users delete the document 
with the attachment  

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 262 
You have attempting to configure the number of times the user's ID file can be 
downloaded from the vault to client workstations. However this setting is not appearing 
as an option to users. Which of the following is the best solution to this issue? 
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A.They must be a member of the dynamic group for that ID vault 
B.They must have a Vault Trust Certificate in their user ID file 
C.They must first submit an ID download request from their home server's ID vault 
D.They must have an effective policy with a Security Settings document in which "Allow 
automatic ID downloads" in the ID Vault tab is set to "No"  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 263 
A user ID can be uploaded to a vault if a parent certifier of the user ID has issued a Vault 
Trust Certificate certifying its trust of the vault and if the associated user's effective 
policy has a Security Settings document that specifies the vault name. If these conditions 
are met for a new user being registered, the process of user registration performs which of 
the following? 

A.Uploads the ID to the vault 
B.Embeds a vault export certificate into the Notes ID file being created 
C.Adds the user being registered to the dynamic group specified for that ID vault 
D.Appends a Vault Recovery Certificate into the ID file and sets the download limit to 2 
by default 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 264 
Which of the Administration Process statistics would represent timed requests, and quick 
retry requests? 

A.ADMINP.ReqMsgQueue.GeneralPurpose 
B.ADMINP.RequestIdTables.BatchRequest 
C.ADMINP.RequestIdTables.PrimaryRequest 
D.ADMINP.RequestIdTables.SecondaryRequest  

Answer: D 

QUESTION: 265 
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Bailey has enabled shared login for specific Notes users in her environment. Which of the 
following is the result of enabling this feature? 

A.Users must begin managing their Internet passwords manually 
B.Users must enter their Notes passwords instead of Windows to log in 
C.Roaming users can utilize only their Windows password for authentication 
D.Administrators are required to manage Notes passwords and assist users who have 
forgotten their passwords 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 266 
You wish to notify your users that you are enabling or disabling shared login for their 
user ID. You wish for the notification to appear in the Notes status bar and startup 
window only. Which of the following options will you choose in the Security Settings 
document? 

A.System dialog 
B.No notification 
C.Notes logging only 
D.Custom message text  

Answer: B 
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